Problem Solver.
Pragmatist.
Global evolutionary.

A evolutionary
approach for
the real world.
As Australia's expert in alcohol and other drug change,
Dr Nicole Lee offers a revolutionary approach to
implementing leading edge treatments that really works.
A renowned international speaker, author, psychologist
and global pracademic, Dr Nicole confronts
controversies head on and delivers groundbreaking and
authoratative advice about alcohol and other drugs in a
relevant and highly entertaining way.
Her pragmatic approach, engaging presentation style
and ability to simplify academic jargon into real world
advice has seen Dr Nicole deliver 2000 top rated talks to
over 40,000 global leaders spanning every industry.
Dr Nicole's unique mix of clinical practice, research and
leadership experience over nearly three decades results
in policies, processes and practices that are easy to
implement and, most importantly, sustain.
Nicole is so knowledgeable and
experienced, has great teaching
skills and is very easy to listen to!

In the media.
Dubbed the "Ice Queen" by Australian media, Dr
Nicole is a regular feature in leading mainstream
media including Weekend Sunrise, SBS Insight,
Nightly News and Current Affairs.
As Australia's Breaking Bad academic, Dr Nicole
tells the truth about what is needed to revolutionise
the local and global response to the alcohol and
other drug crisis.

Speaker | Author | Global (r)evolutionary

Dr Nicole uses a TED-style approach
and her unique 360Edge speaking
methodology to customise her talks.
She provides a global
360perspective on the latest
evidence based practices so
audiences learn what will work for
them. She uses her E.D.G.E method
to close the gap between what
leaders know and do. The E.D.G.E is
embodied in every single talk:
E ngaging delivery
D eepened thinking
G eneration of new strategies
E asy to execute next steps

Nicole is such an engaging
speaker and extremely
informative. It was info
I can really use in my work!

Nicole's most requested conference keynotes and event presentations:

Breaking the ice.

What we know about crystal meth and what to do about it

The problem is not always the problem. Talk of an ice epidemic
is distracting us from the real problems and how to solve them.
You can't believe everything you see in the media. The evidence
is clear. Find out what it tells us and how we should respond.

The tip of the iceberg.

What did the ice crisis teach us about drugs and drug policy

The problem is not always the problem. Talk of an ice epidemic is
distracting us from the real problems and how to solve them. You
can't believe everything you see in the media. The evidence is
clear. Find out what it tells us and how we should respond.

Why drug testing isn't enough.

Alcohol and other drug policy in the workplace

Drug use is linked to workplace accidents, reduced productivity,
poor work relations, absenteeism and presenteeism. Drug testing
doesn't solve any of these problems. Find out what is effective in
creating a healthy safe workplace unaffected by drug use.

To book Nicole as your next keynote speaker, workshop
presenter, or find out more contact Elaine at 360Edge
hello@360edge.com.au | 1300 988 184

Nicole really knows her stuff I would have loved to listen
longer!

Leading the
evolution.
Founder and Director at 360Edge, Dr Nicole
is known globally for making drug and
alcohol policy work in the real world.
Passionate about helping leaders make a lasting difference,
Dr Nicole cuts through controversies to find what works.
Nicole is Adjunct Professor at Australia's National Drug
Research Institute and a member of the Australian National
Advisory Council on Alcohol and other Drugs.
She has raised the bar for the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime, the World Health Organisation, state and
federal politicians, national drug taskforces, state and
commonwealth agencies, and private and not-for-profit
services. Over 500 global organisations are more agile
because of her practical advice.
Whether you're looking for a speaker at your next event,
needing a strategic facilitator, or wanting to accelerate
change in your organisation, Dr Nicole will work with you full
circle.

Nicole is a strategic thinker... her strong
academic track record is a perfect fit with
her focus on evidence based policy.
Organisations looking to improve their
performance or keep up with the latest
alcohol and drug issues will derive
ongoing benefit from engaging Nicole.

hello@360edge.com.au | 1300 988 184 | drnicolelee.com.au

